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From the teacher’s desk…. 
    I hope everyone enjoyed a safe, restful, and memory-filled Spring Break! 
My husband and I had the opportunity to travel to Florida to visit with his  
father, living on the west coast, then traveling across Alligator Alley (we didn’t 
see any gators, darn!) to Fort Lauderdale, where the two of us spent the remainder of the 
week in a charming Victorian hotel on the water.  While it’s nice to go, it’s also nice to come 
back home.  I’m exciting to jump back into school and learning and interacting with your 
amazing children. 
    We have about six weeks before we embark upon our CRT testing.  While I’m acutely 
aware of insuring that my students know everything (and more!) of what they need to know 
for the testing, I also have a bit of Miss Bonkers in me, the zany teacher in “Hooray for 
Diffendoofer Day!”, a book started by Dr. Seuss and finished by Jack Prelutsky and Lane 
Smith.  The book relates the story of a one-of-a-kind school (CRA?) that becomes worried 
when an ominous announcement is made:  all the students are to be tested.  However, Miss 
Bonkers assures them that they will pass the test with flying colors – “We’ve taught you 
that the earth is round, that red and white make pink, and something else that matters 
more – we’ve taught you hot to think”.  This truly is my goal with these precious young minds 
that are trustfully placed in my care.  

      

Language Arts 
    April is National Poetry Month!  
The timing couldn’t be better for 
students to write their own end-of-
poem.  We’ve been studying different 
poems, along with structure, emotion, 
and just generally becoming aware of 
the sounds of words together.  Using a 
poem we’ve studied, “Ode to Family 
Photographs”, as a template, students 
will create their own poem about their 
own family photographs.  Students 
should have been working on the 
project over Spring Break; the poem 
is due this Thursday, April 11. 
 

Math     
    Students have been practicing multiplying and 
dividing fractions and mixed numbers while solving 
problems such as:  A garden measures 5 ¼ feet 
by 8 and ¾ feet.  What is the area of the 
garden?  Students have learned that they first 
need to change the mixed numbers to improper 
fractions and then multiply, “crossing out” if 
possible.  The rules for division of fractions are 
similar, except we “flip and multiply” before 
solving.  Students will demonstrate their prowess 
this week for these skills when they take the unit 
assessment on Wednesday.  Students can practice 
playing “Multiplying Fractions” found on our class 
website.   
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This Week’s Spelling Words 
 
especially 
immediately 
permanently 
temporarily 
perfectly 
sincerely 
buoyancy 
truancy 
vacancy 
citizenship 
partnership 
ownership 
championship 
membership 
strengthen 
lengthen 
frighten fasten 
Revolutionary War 
corridor 
 
 

Important Contact Information 
 
Cell:   203.640.3375 
Email:  mjenkins@canyonrimacademy.org 
Website:  http://jenkins5th.wordpress.com 
 

This Week’s Vocabulary Words 
Word of the Week:  alternative 
                           hearth           buffet 

  victuals      perennial      resent 

Upcoming Events 
 
Apr. 3  Happy Birthday, Ken! 
Apr. 11 Happy Birthday, Mailee! 
Apr. 12 Library Assistants Breakfast 
Apr. 18 Happy Birthday, Bailey! 
Apr. 19 Art Festival – Ancient Egypt 
 

Science and Social Studies    
    Just as we all have a timeline of our life, our earth has a 
timeline as well…..only WAY longer.  This week students will 
compare and contrast their personal timeline with that of the 
earth.  For example, Utah was under warm seas 1000 million 
years ago (MYA).    They will discover how some geological 
changes take millions of years, while other geological changes, 
such as landslides or avalanches, change the geological 
landscape quickly.  
  As we delve into the Revolutionary War, students will be 
asked to create a Revolutionary War newspaper.  Examples of 
items to be included in the 2-page newspaper 
include students’ choice of Revolutionary  
War Battle, Revolutionary War Timeline, and 
students’ choice of Revolutionary War  
Leaders.  Students will receive their  
template for the project this week. 
   
 
 

Remember….easy ways to enhance the budget at Canyon Rim Academy! 
Smith’s:  Ask Customer Service to add CRA to your account using this bar  
code.  Every time you swipe your card your children get more advantages! 
Amazon:  Shopping through Amazon?  Enter through the CRA website  
 (under quick links) and continue to enhance our budget. 
Boxtops:  We will continue to collect box tops.  The winner at the end of the year will earn 
a magnificent reward!  


